Let H{(i = 1,2,..., n), be closed operators in a Banach space X. The generalised initial value problem
INTRODUCTION
Suppose X is a Banach space and A is a linear operator from D(A) C X into X. Given x € X, the abstract Cauchy problem for A with the initial value x, consists of finding a solution u(t) to the initial value problem M. Janfada and A. Niknam [2] where
D(A) = ix : lim(T(t)x -x)/t exist >, is called the infinitesimal generator of (T,R + ,X).
The following Theorem which is due to Hille [5] , shows the close relation of abstract Cauchy problem with semigroup theory (see also [4] The previous Theorem has many applications in inhomogenous initial value problems and evaluation systems. One can see some more applications of abstract Cauchy problem in [3, 7] .
Let R" = {(h,t2,...,tn) : U ^ 0,i = 1,2, . . . , n } . By an n-parameter semigroup of operators we mean a homomorphism W : (R",+) -> B(X) for which 1^(0) = / and denote it by (W,R",X).
Suppose H t is the infinitesimal generator of the one-parameter semigroup {W{tei)} t>g , where {ei}" =1 is the standard basis of R n ,
we shall think of (Hi, i? 2 .., n , {W(tei)} t>o is strongly (respectively uniformly) continuous. The following useful proposition which states some basic Properties of n-parameter semigroups can be found in [1] as is described in [6] .
so does W(t)x, for each t S R" and
HiW{t)x=W{t)HiX (i = l , 2 , . . . , n ) . In the rest of this note we shall state an extension of one-parameter abstract Cauchy problem and establish its relation with Co-n-parameter semigroups of operators. As [3] Abstract Cauchy problem 385
another application of Co-n-parameter semigroups we shall show that some n-parameter initial valued problems cannot have a unique solution. The abstract Cauchy problem also admits another natural generalisation which is discussed in [5, 6, 8] . 
is called a solution of the initial value problem (2).
For convenience in the rest of this note we denote by IT the positive n-cell has a unique solution for each x € D(H{). By definition of solution we know that for n t € IT, u(t) which is a solution of (2) for x = 0, is in Q D(Hi), so for the initial
is a solution of (3) for x. Uniqueness of solution of (3) implies that
for each i = 1, 2 , . . . , n, 0 ^ s < T { and 0 ^ tj;£ 7), i / j = 1,2,..., n. Using (4) (2) has a unique solution for each x e X x then there exist a Co-n-parameter semigroup (W, R", Xi) with the innnitesimal generator (Ki,K 2 , • • • ,K n ) for which W(t)x = u{t\x), the unique solution of (2) show that 
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,t' € I T ", Wi(t + f) = Wi(t)Wi(t). First we notice that for t £ I T < and t' € I T «, t { ^ T[
and f { ^ T, ; -T( so <j + i| ^ Tj and t + f € I T -Let t' be fixed, for x £ X x define w(-) : IT -> J\Ti by u(t) = W x {t + f)x. Trivially v(t) and u{t) = WiifyW^x are solutions of (2) in IT for the initial value Wi(t')x, by the uniqueness of solution of (2) in I Twe have , by the assumption that (2) has a unique solution in I T and whole of R", which seems stronger than our hypothesis. As another application of Co-n-parameter semigroups, we shall show that for a closed linear operator A : D{A) C X -> X, the n-parameter initial value problem
. ,
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does not have a unique solution in both IT and IT< for each x € D{A), for which IT> C / r . The initial value problem (7) can have a solution, for example if {H X ,H 2 ,..., H n ) is generator of a Co-n-parameter semigroup (W,R", X) and A = Hi + H 2 H 1-H n , then obviously u{t) = W(£)x is a solution of (7) in any positive n-cell IT, for the initial value Before proving our claim we need the following lemmas. (7) 
LEMMA 2 . 3 . Suppose {T(t)} t>0 is a C 0 -one parameter semigroup of operators with the in&nitesimal generator A, and B € B{X), then A + B is the infinitesimal generator of a C Q -semigroup S(t) on X satisfying S(t)x = T(t)x + f T{t-s)BS{s)x ds
So / is a solution of (7) and by the uniqueness of solution we conclude /(£) = Wi(t)x, equivalently f is closed and by closed graph theorem $ is bounded, thus || te/ r < CO.
As in Theorem 2.2 W x (t) can be extended to a Co-n-parameter semigroup {W, R", X x ). Hence by (8)
Let
But the solution of (7) is unique, and so for i = 1 , . . . , n and 0 ^ t ^ T iy
This implies that
W(tei)x = W'{tei)x = W(te x )x + f W((t -
Jo
= W{te l )x+
So tW(tei)x = 0 or W{tei)x = 0. This is a contradiction, because 0 = \imW(tei)x = i^0 . Thus (7) 
W'(s, t) = W(s/2,2t) ^ W(s, t). So for x £ D{HK) n D{KH), w'{0,0)x = x
and this is a contradiction with the uniqueness of solution.
